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of the Frigate bird are not waterproof, so
they can not swim ~r dive_ for their food. If
they did, theu feathers would
_..Mbecome waterlogged, and they
~couldn't fly. Frigates have very
f\fl
small feet and legs, making them
~ l.!:V
almost helpless on land and sea. If

.--

the Frigate did land in the water
they would not be able to paddle
~
~
~ ~
-9
very far because their feet are
_ __,__
~ '!V!r · •.
0. ~
only partially webbed.
··· '
However, the Frigate is
magnificently created to fly. It has very long, slender,
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pointed wings. Some have been measured up to 7 feet
by Lanny and Marilyn Johnson
6 inches (2.3 m). For its size, it has the greatest
wingspan of all the birds. Its long forked tail acts like
~And-God said, terthe-waters-"bring f()rth- a.qudder. By--e-los-ing-and opening their tails-like-a fan
abundantly the moving creature that hath
they can skillfully maneuver in the air. In order to fly
life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in
they need a current of air under their wings. If the
the open firmament of heaven.
Frigate landed on the water, its wings would beat
Genesis 1:20
uselessly on the water.
~
.A
The wings of the Frigate bird were designed to
soar and fly. Even on land, those long wings can get
EXCEPTIONS TO THE "RULE"
in the way, so Frigates nest in tall trees or rocky
Charles Darwin has been called the father of crags. From their nest, they can throw themselves
modem evolution. However, Mr Darwin did not
into the wind, where they can soar for hours at a time.
invent the idea of evolution since it was around a
Another name for the Frigate bird is the Man-0'long time before Darwin.
War. It gets this name because of its pushy nature. It
He only made it popular by
chases terns and other fishing birds and pesters them
applying an idea that was
until they drop or disgorge fish they have caught.
also around at the same
Then the Man-0 '-War deftly seizes the falling fish in
mid-air. Sometimes it swoops low enough to snatch
time to explain how he
baby terns from the ground or fish from the surface of
thought evolution works
the water. It does this without ever landing on the
without God. This idea was
sea. When "flying" fish jump out of the water, they
called "natural selection"
---,(s-o-metimes known as the
are often caught by
FRIGATE BIRD IN FLIGHT survival of the fittest). The
Frigates in mid-air!
weak would die out and the
When we look at the
Frigate bird, we see a
strong would survive. After millions of years, each
bird
that
IS
generation would change gradually until the animals
"evolutionarily" poorly
were completely different from how they began. He
adapted to sea life,
guessed that over long periods of time, different
especially when we
kinds of animals will evolve special adaptations to
compare him with other
their environment. In other words, animals would
sea
birds. Yet by special COURTING MALE MAN-0"-WAR
change to better live in their surroundings. It all
created design, they are
might sound very good in theory (idea) but the world
able to catch and eat fish without getting their
has many exceptions to what evolution says. The
feathers or even their feet wet! Natural selection does
Frigate bird is just one of those exceptions.
not give us new animals, but weeds out the imperfect
Frigate birds are tropical sea birds, yet their
mutations, and leaves the best of what God created!
feathers are not suited for aquatic (water) life. The
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Try these little word teasers. Hint: A. is Three Part
Harmony. Can you figure out the others?
Answers at end of page.
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ASK EUGENE
Dear Eugene, I love reading your
Kids Think and Believe Too! I want
to know why leaves change colors
before falling. Thanks Love Holly
(Gunnison CO)

Dear Holly: Amazing! I was just in Gunnison and the
leaves were beginning to turn colors and I asked
myself that same question. So here is what I
discovered. ... First ofall we have to understand what
leaves are and what they do. God made leaves to be
food factories for plants. Plants use water, carbon
dioxide (a gas in the air), and sunlight to make
glucose (a kind ofsugar). Glucose is used as building
materials for growing and as food for energy for the
plant. Using "photosynthesis, " a plant is able to use
light to turn water and carbon dioxide into glucose.
A special chemical called "chlorophyll" makes
photosynthesis happen. The green color of plants
comes from the chlorophyll, which is green. During
the winter when there is not enough water or light for
photosynthesis the plants will rest, and live off the
food they stored during the summer. In the autumn,
with its short days and cool temperatures, plants
begin to shut down their food-making factories and
the production of chlorophyll stops. As the bright

green chlorophyll fades away, we begin to see yellow
and orange colors that have been in the leaves all
along. We just can't see them in the summer, because
they are covered up by the large amount of green
chlorophyll. The bright reds and purples we see are
made only in the fall. The cool nights and sunny days
of autumn increases the sugar content of the leaves.
A special chemical called "anthocyanin" (which is
red or purple) increases with increased sugars in the
leaves. A chemical called "tannin" makes some
leaves tan or brown as the chlorophyll disappears.
Frost and freezing temperatures will stop the
coloration process and blacken the leaves. So for a
few weeks God uses these processes to put on a
spectacular display offal/ colors ... Love ya .. Eugene
Dear Eugene: MY THEORY ON EVOLUTION
Evolution: What is "Evolution"? Is it a fact, Or a lie?
That is the question? Scientists have no proof that we
evolved from monkeys. For example Nebraska Man.
All they found is one tooth. They dug a little deeper
and they found another tooth. They dug a little deeper
and they found a jawbone. Then they found out they
had a Nebraska Pig. So now what do you think about
evolution.... THANK YOU (unsigned letter from the
Brummitt family of Montrose CO)

Dear Unsigned: So what do I think? I think
sometimes a lot is made over nothing. One tooth does
not prove evolution (especially when it is a pig's
tooth). Thanks for your thoughts! Love ya .. .. Eugene

Eugene's Address Is:
EUGENE, C/0 ALPHA OMEGA INSTITUTE
P.O. BOX 4343, GRAND JUNCTION, CO
81502
eugeneiam@juno.com
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